Plasmon-based devices are powerful for use in highly sensitive evanescent-field detection and analysis, but they exhibit the problem of limited frequency tunability for fixed structures. This feature causes problems in the multi-frequency investigations required for materials characterization, bio-related research, etc. Here, we propose and fabricate a spiral-shaped plasmonic structure that enables a continuous frequency-tuneable evanescent-field concentration in the terahertz (THz) region with simple operation. The device also increases the electric field intensity at the subwavelength aperture, thus significantly amplifying the transmission. Highly tuneable transmission bands are observed by simply rotating the spiral plasmonic structure, which are in good agreement with the behaviour expected from electromagnetic simulation. Medical examinations are performed by measuring the interactions between the frequency-tuneable plasmons and bio-samples, which enables observing distinct tissue-dependent transmission spectra and images. The developed device simultaneously offers the advantages of both plasmonic devices and frequency-tuneable devices, which can increase the availability and versatility of evanescent-field THz sensing and analysis. The mechanism presented will shed light on THz plasmonics and motivate the implementation of a variety of applications based on plasmon-mediated THz technologies.
aperture surrounded by continuously varied, concentric plasmonic grooves. Because of the smoothly varied grooves, the groove period continuously changes with the diameter direction, resulting in continuously frequency-tuneable characteristics. To simultaneously enable THz field concentration and frequency tunability, a Siemens-star aperture was utilized instead of a conventional subwavelength circular aperture. We demonstrated that in the SBE structure, the frequency of the THz transmission peak can be tuned according to the angle of polarization (AoP) of the incident THz wave relative to the surface of the SBE structure. Thus, the transmitted frequency can be easily selected by simply changing the rotational direction of the SBE structure. We examined the transmission spectra of a medicine tablet using the SBE and verified its frequency-tuning ability and applicability to local THz spectroscopy. Evanescent-field bio-sensing was then performed to further confirm the advantages of the SBE for medical examinations, leading to spectroscopic and spatial identification of mouse tissues by observing the tissue-dependent THz signals. We expect that the developed spiral plasmonic structures can be applied to arbitrarily tuneable THz plasmonic devices and will promote applications that require multi-frequency investigations, such as medical examination, molecular research, and materials and device characterization.
We designed the SBE structure so that the frequency range lies between 1 THz and 1.4 THz ( Fig. 1(a) ). When the incident linearly polarized THz wave perpendicularly reaches the air-metal interface, SSP waves are excited within a designed spectral band, thus increasing the transmission intensity through the subwavelength aperture. To further improve the surface electric field concentration at the aperture of the SBE structure and induce multi-frequency coupling, a Siemens-star aperture ( Fig. 1(b) ) was used instead of the conventional circular subwavelength aperture. Special aperture shapes, such as a bow-tie aperture with sharp tips, have previously been shown to exhibit highly increased electric fields near the tips 20 . Despite the advantages of the bow-tie aperture, it is also highly dependent on the polarization, allowing only one directional SSP wave to propagate and transmit through the aperture. The Siemens-star aperture has more tips than the bow-tie aperture 21 and thus enables more possible AoPs.
We numerically investigated the THz transmission spectra for the SBE structure using a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method with a non-uniform grid mesh. As depicted in the simulation model in Fig. 1(c) , the SBE structure studied here has concentric grooves with continuously varying diameters. We can therefore expect that the transmission spectrum is determined by the AoP of the incident linearly polarized wave. The simulated transmission spectra in Fig. 1(d) reveal that the SBE exhibited enhanced transmission at approximately 1 THz and 1.4 THz at the AoP of 0° (x-polarization), whose direction corresponds to the interface of the two half-spiral sections. After rotating the AoP of the incident THz wave by 90° (y-polarization), the transmission peak shifted to approximately 1.2 THz, showing high frequency selectivity depending upon the AoP, as well as the possibility of tuning the transmitted frequency continuously in a specific spectral range.
In this work, the Siemens-star aperture was designed to have an outer diameter of 150 μm and 8 tips with a tip angle of 30°. Figure 1 Siemens-star aperture was shown to be approximately 3-5 times more efficient in generating high electric field enhancement than the circular subwavelength aperture. The reason for this field enhancement is that the sharp tips at the centre more strongly concentrate electric fields near the tips, compared to the circular aperture without such sharp structures. The highest E value for the Siemens-star aperture in this work is located near the centre of the structure. The electric field distribution within the Siemens-star aperture on the z = 0 and y = 0 planes is also different from that found for the circular subwavelength aperture; the former largely contributes to the electric field enhancement at both the exit interface of the central aperture and the area within the first groove circle.
The simulated electric field distribution of the proposed SBE for x-polarization and y-polarization at different frequencies is mapped out in Fig. 2 . It was seen that the resonance area shifted along the grooves as the frequency changed from 1 THz to 1.4 THz: The result for x-polarization exhibits higher field concentration at the central aperture at 1 THz and 1.4 THz, while the result for y-polarization exhibits higher field concentration at the central aperture at 1.1 THz, 1.2 THz, and 1.3 THz. These features corresponds well to the simulation results of the THz transmission spectra ( Fig. 1(d) ). Figure 3 (a-c) display images of the fabricated SBE structure. Clear grooves and sharp edges are visible in both the photograph and the scanning electron microscope picture. To measure the spectral response of the SBE grooves according to the AoP, a linearly polarized THz wave was focused onto the xy-plane, as illustrated in Fig. 4 (a,b). Figure 4 (d) shows the measured AoP dependence for the THz transmission spectra of the SBE grooves. The AoPs studied here were set as 5° (nearly x-polarization), 45°, 90° (y-polarization), 135°, and 175° (nearly x-polarization) and were controlled by rotating the SBE grooves on the xy-plane. When the AoP of the THz incidence was almost parallel to the interface of the two half-SBEs (nearly x-polarization), the observed THz spectrum exhibited two transmission peaks at 0.95 THz (5°) and 1.25 THz (175°), whose positions were consistent with our simulation results. The transmission peak at 0.95 THz dominated when the AoP was 5° larger than 0°; in contrast, when the AoP was 5° smaller than 180°, the transmission peak at 1.25 THz was predominant. We also show more detailed transmission spectra of the SBE near 0° polarization in Fig. 4 (e). Since this angle corresponds to the interface of the two half SBEs, the transmission frequency switches between ~1.25 THz and ~0.95 THz as the AoP passes through 0°: The peak at ~1.25 THz decreases and the peak at ~0.95 THz arises as the AoP approaches 180° (0° − Δθ), passes through 0°, and starts over from 0° (0° + Δθ). Thus, the relative difference www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ in the peak height between the two resonance frequencies is sensitive to the AoP. The tuneable shift in the transmission peak with the AoP further confirms the behaviour expected from our simulations: when the AoP changes from 0° to 180°, the transmission peak position shifts from 0.95 THz to 1.25 THz, demonstrating highly tuneable transmission bands. This offers the possibility of freely selecting the plasmon-resonance frequency and amplifying the transmission intensity simultaneously by simply varying the AoP.
In addition to the unique characteristic of arbitrary frequency selection, the SBE also exhibits the subwavelength concentration of the circularly polarized THz field and a resulting enhanced transmission. The bold black transmission spectrum in Fig. 4(f) was acquired by directing a circularly polarized THz wave onto the SBE structure, as illustrated in Fig. 4(c) . Both the intensity enhancement and bandwidth of the circularly polarized transmission were larger than those of the linearly polarized transmission, as the circularly polarized transmission entirely covers each single linearly polarized transmission spectrum due to SSP excitation over all AoPs. This result means that a circularly polarized THz field is concentrated on a subwavelength scale. This feature is expected to be of great value for useful applications, such as spin excitation and detection in magnetic materials and sensing of chiralities in chemical materials.
We then performed spectroscopic applications with the SBE. THz transmission spectra for a pharmaceutical tablet (bufferin) were measured through the interaction with the SBE to verify the availability of spectroscopic measurements based on the SBE. The tablet was placed near the SBE to ensure a subwavelength focus scale. The SBE was rotated every 10 degrees while the direction of the incident linearly polarized THz wave was kept unchanged. For comparison, THz transmission spectra at three different focus points on the tablet were tested using conventional far-field measurements with the THz-TDS, where the THz wave was simply focused onto the tablet via a parabolic mirror. Figure 5 shows the comparative results. The result for the use of the SBE clearly exhibited representative features (peaks and valleys) corresponding to those shown in the far-field measurement results. Moreover, since the focus size of the SBE measurement is much smaller than that of the far-field measurement with a focus diameter of 5 mm, the SBE enables spectroscopic measurements with higher concentration.
The frequency-tuneable and high concentration features of the SBE can also be useful for medical inspections. We studied THz spectra and images of bio-samples through the coupling with the SBE. Organs of an experimental mouse were cut ( Fig. 6(a-g) ) and put onto the SBE. Figure 6 (h) exhibits THz transmission spectra for these cut sections. A frequency region between 0.9 and 1.3 THz is practical in medical sensing, as many characteristic peaks for bio-sample appear in this range. Most of the bio-samples did not show a high transmission between 0.9 and 1.0 THz, but showed transmission peaks at 1.06 THz, 1.1 THz, 1.2 THz, 1.25 THz, 1.26 THz and 1.3 THz. Transmission of the brain, heart, and bone were overall lower than that of other tissues, while the skin shows the highest transmission between 1.2 THz and 1.3 THz. Based on the large transmission difference between the skin and bone at 1.25 THz, we conducted THz mapping for the bio-samples by scanning them relative to the SBE surface. Figure 7 (c) maps out the THz transmission image, where the sample studied contains two mouse-tail transverse sections with a diameter of 2.5 mm placed side-by-side. We compared the THz image taken by the conventional mirror-based THz focusing with that acquired using the SBE. The latter image (lower panel of Figure 5 . THz spectroscopic measurements with the SBE. (a) THz transmission spectra for a pharmaceutical tablet (bufferin) on the SBE. The data were taken at three different focus points, and the average of three data points was plotted together with a guideline. The AoP was varied by rotating the SBE. (b) THz transmission spectra for the same tablet as (a), measured by conventional mirror-based THz focusing (far-field measurement configuration). The THz spectra at three different points were measured. In (a,b), the difference in the THz spectra between the areas on the tablet is partly due to the inhomogeneous thickness of the tablet.
www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Fig. 7(c) ) clearly distinguished between hair, skin, and bone of the mouse tail, whereas the former mapping result (upper panel of Fig. 7(c) ) exhibited only two blur shadows at the location of the bio-sample. We also carried out transmission mapping for a mouse-lung lobe using the SBE, as shown in Fig. 7(e) . Biological three-dimensional microstructures were visualized in the middle of the lung lobe. We think that the observed dotted features might correspond to lung pipes. These results thus demonstrated that the SBE-based THz spectroscopy and imaging are of great value for medical examination.
In conclusion, we proposed and fabricated a continuously frequency-tuneable spiral plasmonic structure for multi-frequency THz analysis. Compared to other tuneable transmission devices [22] [23] [24] that require either a change in the lattice constant or Fermi level of the materials, the SBE plasmonic grooves with a Siemens-star aperture provides a more convenient method based on simple rotation of the substrate of the SBE structure. Moreover, the spiral plasmonic structure not only works as a tuneable THz device but also enhances the electric field intensity at the subwavelength aperture. The SBE also can concentrate the circularly polarized THz field at the aperture. We further explored useful applications for the SBE in medical examination by measuring local transmission spectra of a pharmaceutical tablet and organ tissues through evanescent coupling with the SBE. The results confirmed plasmon-mediated sensitivity enhancement and frequency tuneability, enabled by the SBE. The THz mapping of mouse-tail transverse sections further verified that the SBE can be used to realize high-contrast, frequency-selective measurements with high THz field concentration. This structure can also be modified to fit most frequency ranges for SSP generation by changing the period and depth of the grooves 18 , and is, therefore, potentially useful for future wide-band, frequency-selective THz applications including nanomaterials characterization, chemical spectroscopy, and biological analysis. In particular, because THz-based medical diagnostic devices are highly promising as future medical care tools [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , our SBE device is anticipated to be utilized as an important component for THz focusing and frequency tuning. The capability of circularly polarized THz field concentration and enhancement also provides an interesting possibility of investigating spin dynamics of magnetic materials, chiralities of optical isomers, etc.
Methods

SBE fabrication process.
We chose to use a high-resistivity single-crystal silicon (Si) substrate due to its high transparency at THz frequencies. The spiral plasmonic grooves were microfabricated using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) with a height of 30 μm on the ~1 mm thick Si wafer. Gold is one of the most widely used metals on the surface of BE structures since it provides a preferable surface for SSP propagation, leading to high transmission enhancement. However, our experiments showed that gold slowly diffused into the Si substrate, making the performance of the SBE structure less stable and thus weakening the SSP generation. Instead, we here used aluminium (Al) as the metal surface due to its excellent properties for generating SSPs and stable interface with Si, as well as its much lower production cost. The surface of the SBE structure was coated by an Al film with a thickness of 1.5 μm through sputtering. This procedure produced a double-corrugated structure with a plasmonic pattern surrounded by both the input and output facets of the apertures (Fig. 2(a,b) ). Our measurements indicated that the 1.5-μm Al surface is thick enough to block the undesired penetration of incident THz waves with wavelengths between 200 μm and 300 μm, which guarantees effective SSP generation and propagation. Considering the Al thickness, instead of focused ion beam milling, we employed chemical etching with a solution of HF and H 2 O 2 www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ to define the eight-tip Siemens-star aperture. Figure S1 of supplementary materials schematically illustrates the fabrication process for the SBE grooves and aperture.
Pre-measurements of the SBE structure. A broad-band THz-TDS system based on Cherenkov radiation, with a four off-axis parabolic mirror arrangement in a standard optical geometry, was used for spectral transmission measurements. The SBE device was positioned at the xy-plane, with the Si substrate normal to the z-axis. The THz-TDS measurements were performed in a nitrogen-rich environment. To verify SSP generation, we first plotted the time-domain signals for nitrogen and the SBE (see Fig. S2 (a) of the supplementary materials). The SSP wave manifests itself as an additional waveform of the THz pulse response signal for the SBE, in contrast to the waveform of the THz signal for the nitrogen. Figure S2 (b) of supplementary materials compares the transmission spectra between the SBE grooves and the single subwavelength aperture without such a plasmonic pattern. The spectrum observed for the SBE grooves clearly displays a large enhancement in the transmitted intensity, compared to that for the single subwavelength aperture. THz mapping of the mouse-tail transverse sections with a diameter of 2.5 mm using a conventional mirrorbased focusing setup (upper image) and the SBE (lower image). In the SBE-coupled scanning result, hair (yellow and red), skin (light blue), and bone (dark blue) were clearly visualized. In the measured result without using the SBE, the image cannot be used to distinguish between different tissues and exhibits a much lower resolution. (d) Right middle lobe for THz bio-mapping. (Scale bar = 25 mm) (e) SBE-based THz imaging for the right middle lobe of (d). Three-dimensional biological tissue microstructures were visualized in it.
Bio-sample preparation.
